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FINAL DECISION AND ORDER

Leonard Ole Malmanger complained that Air Evac EMS, Inc., d/b/a Air Evac Lifeteam (Air Evac) violated the employee protection provisions of the Wendell H. Ford Aviation Investment and Reform Act for the 21st Century (AIR 21) and its implementing regulations when it terminated his employment after he raised concerns about air safety issues. After a hearing, a United States Department of Labor Administrative Law Judge (ALJ) dismissed Malmanger’s complaint. We affirm.

BACKGROUND

Air Evac offers rotary helicopter ambulance services to patients in rural areas of Illinois. Malmanger worked for Air Evac as a regional mechanic from June 2002 until his termination on October 3, 2006. Malmanger’s duties included performing helicopter inspections and maintenance services at Air Evac’s Springfield, Illinois, air base.

On October 20, 2002, Dr. Joel Schneider, a friend of Air Evac’s Chief Executive Officer, Colin Collins, flew an aircraft at the Springfield base and failed to report to anyone that the engine was “overtemped,” i.e., that the engine’s temperature was elevated too much upon its start. During a subsequent pre-flight inspection of the helicopter, Air Evac’s lead pilot, Sam Cain, discovered that Schneider had overtemped the aircraft; he reported the problem to Malmanger. After conferring with Steve Thomas, Air Evac’s Director of Maintenance, Malmanger took the helicopter out of service and performed a “hot-end” inspection. He found no defects with the aircraft.

Malmanger was nevertheless concerned that Schneider had not informed anyone at the base that he had “hot-started” or “overtemped” the helicopter engine. He also was not sure that Schneider was authorized to fly the aircraft. Malmanger discussed Schneider’s failure to inform anyone about the overtemped engine with his supervisor, Lendon Kok, and with several other base employees. He did not, however, report the incident on Air Evac’s safety hotline or complete an incident report.

On February 23, 2006, Kok gave Malmanger a disciplinary action report. He had observed a decline in Malmanger’s work performance, and issued the report to encourage Malmanger to return to “the level of maintenance that he had . . . once been.”

On the same day, Kok met with Malmanger to discuss the report with him. During the meeting
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Malmanger did not deny that he needed to improve in the areas listed on the report, and he again raised the issue of Schneider’s helicopter flight.\textsuperscript{10}

In April 2006 Alex Wacks, a base mechanic in Iowa, called Malmanger about a tail rotor that did not meet the limits prescribed in the appropriate maintenance manual. Malmanger offered to bring Wacks a spare tail rotor assembly from the Springfield base. When Malmanger delivered the assembly, a discussion ensued concerning whether the tail rotor was in fact out of limits. Kok, who had become involved in the discussion by telephone, insisted that the rotor was not out of limits and should not be replaced. Kok based his opinion on a different helicopter maintenance manual from the one Malmanger was using. Despite Kok’s objection, Malmanger replaced the rotor.\textsuperscript{11}

In May 2006, while attending a party at Kok’s home, Malmanger overheard Kok speaking on the telephone with Leland Sutter, a base mechanic, about an oil tank leak. He heard Kok tell Sutter that the oil tank leak was within limits. He also overheard Kok order a replacement oil tank on that same night.\textsuperscript{12} Malmanger later found out that there were no leak limits for oil tanks and that the aircraft had been flown even though it was supposed to have been kept out of service pending delivery of the new oil tank.\textsuperscript{13}

On August 27, 2006, Malmanger sent the following e-mail to Air Evac CEO Colin Collins and the Air Evac Board of Directors:

Colin, remember me, Ole? I’m a company mechanic in Springfield, Ill. I understand you are the new membership boss And as you recall, when the company was bought out, the new owners wanted a new “corporate image” and proceeded to put a new paint scheme and new flight suits in service? Remember? And now as new membership boss, you will probably want to “change” the membership brochure, right? Well, as a reminder, in the new brochure, under “terms and Conditions” you would want to be honest, right? #9 services may not be available, in addition to, remember? Because a friend of the presi-dent” has taken the helicopter for a JOYRIDE. Remember, colin? Remember? You used company resources to deliver a message to me to “keep my mouth shut: Remember? Shame on you, colin! you should have delivered that
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message in person. Remember what the Bell check airman said, about your friend’s pilot skills? Remember? Do I need to remind you? Did you threaten a company check airman’s job to “sign off” your friend? Remember? Just a side note to the audience, your friend returned the helicopter in an unairworthy condition, and didn’t know it, and didn’t tell anyone what happened. Remember? Remember, Colin? Then as a post flight inspection I performed, we missed a patient flight. Remember? Colin? Tell me, Colin, where is the SAFETY in this incident? I just recently found out why you want me to keep my mouth shut. I am scheduled to be in West Plains Nov 10-15 for maintenance training. I expect we can talk about this then? The reason I’m telling the investors is because of respect. If the president of my company talked to my employees like that, I would like to know. Sleep well, Colin. Ole

In his Complainant Statement to the Department of Labor’s Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), Malmanger explained why he sent the e-mail: “On 8-27-06, I composed an e-mail to Collins because I thought that Colin and Lendon, and John Landis were going to use the evaluation process to get rid of me.”

After hearing about the e-mail from Collins, James Loftin, Air Evac’s vice president of aviation, asked Thomas and Drew Buckingham, director of operations, to look into Malmanger’s allegations. Thomas and Buckingham reported to Loftin that there was nothing unusual in the maintenance records regarding the allegations. Loftin and Thomas next discussed the situation with their human resources office. On August 30, 2006, Loftin decided to place Malmanger on administrative leave. Loftin testified that he placed him on leave because he was concerned about Malmanger’s upset state of mind, and he “wanted to disconnect everybody from the emotions of the moment.” Loftin further stated that it was a safety concern to have an upset individual working on an aircraft.

On September 6, 2006, while he was still on administrative leave, Malmanger met with Kok; Thomas; Carla Neff, a corporate compliance officer; and Debra Williams, a
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human resources manager, to discuss the allegations in his e-mail. Malmanger stated at
the meeting that he wrote the e-mail to influence an upcoming employee evaluation,
which he feared might be negative. At the meeting Malmanger also brought up Kok’s
handling of the out-of-limits tail rotor and the oil tank leak, which he considered to be
safety issues.

On October 3, 2006, Thomas and Loftin terminated Malmanger’s employment
during a meeting at Air Evac headquarters in West Plains, Missouri. Thomas told
Malmanger that he was firing him because Malmanger had tried to influence the
performance appraisal system.

On December 22, 2006, Malmanger timely filed a whistleblower complaint with
OSHA, alleging that Air Evac fired him because he raised air safety concerns. OSHA
found that the complaint had no merit and dismissed it. Malmanger objected to OSHA’s
determination and timely requested a hearing.

After a two-day hearing in Springfield, Illinois, the ALJ issued a decision in
March 2008, finding no AIR 21 violation. The ALJ found that Malmanger’s complaints
were not protected under AIR 21 and that, assuming that Malmanger had engaged in
protected activity, he failed to establish that the protected activity was a contributing
factor in Air Evac’s decision to terminate him. Malmanger timely filed a petition for
review with the Board.

**JURISDICTION AND STANDARD OF REVIEW**

The Secretary of Labor has delegated her authority to decide this matter to the
Administrative Review Board (ARB). In cases arising under AIR 21, we review the
ALJ’s findings of fact under the substantial evidence standard. Substantial evidence
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means “such relevant evidence as a reasonable mind might accept as adequate to support a conclusion.” Thus, if substantial evidence in the record supports the ALJ’s findings of fact, they shall be conclusive. The ARB reviews the ALJ’s legal conclusions de novo.

**DISCUSSION**

We consider whether Malmanger’s electronic mail concerning Schmidt’s alleged “joyride” in 2003, and his complaints about a tail rotor and a leaky oil tank were protected activity under AIR 21.

**I. Elements of an AIR 21 Whistleblower Complaint**

AIR 21 prohibits an air carrier, or contractor or subcontractor of an air carrier from discharging or otherwise discriminating against any employee with respect to compensation, terms, conditions, or privileges of employment because the employee provided an employer or the federal government information relating to any violation or alleged violation of any Federal Aviation Agency order, regulation, or standard or any other provision of federal law related to air carrier safety.

To prevail in his AIR 21 case, Malmanger must prove by a preponderance of the evidence that Air Evac is subject to the employee protection provisions of AIR 21, 2000), an Energy Reorganization Act case. In 2000, when we decided *Griffith*, we reviewed questions of fact under the ERA de novo. A new regulation, however, calls for substantial evidence review of findings of fact under the ERA, the same standard of review we apply under AIR 21. 72 Fed. Reg. 44,956 (Aug. 10, 2007), codified at 29 C.F.R. § 24.110(b).


28 49 U.S.C.A. § 42121(a). The FAA defines an air carrier as “a citizen of the United States undertaking by any means, directly or indirectly, to provide air transportation.” 49 U.S.C.A. § 40102(a)(2); see also 29 C.F.R. § 1979.101. Air transportation means “foreign air transportation, interstate air transportation, or the transportation of mail by aircraft.” 49 U.S.C.A. § 40102 (a) (5). Interstate air transportation means the transportation of passengers or property by aircraft as a common carrier for compensation, or the transportation of mail by aircraft between states and territories when any part of the transportation is by aircraft. 49 U.S.C.A. § 40102 (a) (25).
namely, that it is an air carrier or contractor or subcontractor of an air carrier. Malmanger must also show that (1) he engaged in protected activity; (2) his covered employer knew that he engaged in the protected activity; (3) he suffered an adverse personnel action; and (4) the protected activity was a contributing factor in the adverse action. Malmanger’s failure to demonstrate any of these essential elements must result in the dismissal of his complaints.  

Here, it is undisputed that Malmanger was an employee of Air Evac, and that Air Evac was an employer subject to AIR 21. We turn to whether Malmanger engaged in protected activity.

II. Protected Activity

Protected activity under AIR 21 includes providing to the employer or the Federal Government information relating to a purported violation of a regulation, order, or standard relating to air carrier safety, though the complainant need not prove an actual violation. While protected complaints may be oral or in writing, the information provided to the employer or federal government must be specific in relation to a given practice, condition, directive or event that affects aircraft safety. A complainant must reasonably believe in the existence of a violation.

Malmanger alleges that he engaged in protected activity when he expressed concerns in his e-mail to Collins about Schneider’s overtemping of an aircraft and when he complained during a meeting with Air Evac management about Kok’s handling of incidents involving a leaky oil tank and an out-of-limits tail rotor. The ALJ found that Malmanger did not make any of his allegations in good faith and that he did not have a reasonable belief that Air Evac violated an order, regulation, or standard of the Federal
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Aviation Administration or any other provision of Federal law relating to air carrier safety:

[T]he record reveals that there was no reasonable basis to objectively believe the company violated an order, regulation, or standard of the Federal Aviation Administration or any other provision of Federal law relating to air carrier safety. The Complainant’s testimony indicates that his complaints were insincere at the time he actually made them. The alleged issues regarding the “hot start,” the oil tank, and the tail rotor limits were raised by the Complainant months or years after they occurred; by the time the Complainant raised those issues, they had been resolved by the company. Additionally, he made the complaints to forestall what he believed would be an adverse performance evaluation.\(^{34}\)

Substantial evidence supports the ALJ’s conclusion that Malmanger’s concerns were not based on a “reasonable belief” that Air Evac had violated any provision of Federal law relating to air safety.

Air Evac does not dispute that Malmanger complained to his supervisor and others about Schneider’s flight. Air Evac argues, however, that Malmanger’s complaint about the flight was not based on a reasonable belief because his concerns were resolved years before Malmanger complained in the e-mail. Whether a complainant’s belief is reasonable depends on the knowledge available to a reasonable person in the circumstances with the employee’s training and experience.\(^{35}\) Moreover, once an employee’s concerns are addressed and resolved, it is no longer reasonable for the employee to continue claiming a safety violation, and activities initially protected lose their character as protected activity.\(^{36}\) When Malmanger sent his e-mail to Collins and the Board of Directors, he knew that his concerns about the Schneider flight had been
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resolved. He knew that the aircraft was safe to fly after the overtemping because he signed off on the safety of the helicopter after inspecting it himself before Air Evac put it back into service. Malmanger also never raised any concerns that Schneider or anyone else was flying or overtemping aircraft during the three years that elapsed before he sent his e-mail. Malmanger therefore did not demonstrate a reasonable belief that the Schneider flight violated an air safety regulation or order. In fact, Malmanger did not pinpoint a violation of any FAA order, regulation, or standard or any other law relating to air carrier safety. Although Malmanger need not cite to a specific violation, his complaint must at least relate to violations of FAA orders, regulations, or standards (or any other violations of federal law relating to aviation safety).

We also agree with the ALJ that Malmanger did not reasonably believe that Kok violated an air safety rule when the two disagreed about which maintenance manual was applicable to determining whether a tail rotor assembly was out of limits. Malmanger immediately resolved his disagreement with Kok by ignoring Kok’s advice and changing the tail rotor assembly. He suffered no repercussions for disregarding Kok’s opinion. Again, Malmanger did not pinpoint an air safety violation. As noted earlier, to be protected, the statute requires that the employee provide information to the employer or Federal Government that relates “to any violation or alleged violation of any order, regulation or standard of the Federal Aviation Administration or any other provision of Federal law relating to air carrier safety . . . .” Malmanger failed to demonstrate that his complaint about his disagreement with Kok was protected activity.

Finally, we agree with the ALJ that Malmanger did not reasonably believe that Kok violated an air safety rule when he allowed Sutter to keep a helicopter in service pending delivery of a new oil tank. Malmanger heard one side of a telephone conversation, during which Kok referred to leak limits for oil tanks. He then discussed the oil leak with Kok, who told him that he was replacing the tank as soon as possible. Malmanger complained to Air Evac management during the September 6 meeting, he knew that Air Evac had successfully resolved the issue by replacing the tank, and it was no longer reasonable for Malmanger to continue claiming a safety violation. Therefore, we find that Malmanger did not engage in protected activity by reporting the oil tank incident to management.

Malmanger argues that the ALJ improperly relied on Malmanger’s motivation for his complaints. Specifically, the ALJ concluded that Malmanger “made the complaints to forestall what he believed would be an adverse performance evaluation.” There is no requirement that a whistleblower’s actions be motivated by safety concerns. All that is
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required is that the whistleblower have a reasonable belief that the respondent is violating the law. Other motives he may have for engaging in protected activity are irrelevant. Here, however, the ALJ also found that Malmanger’s “testimony indicates that his complaints were insincere at the time he actually made them.” His finding that Malmanger was insincere is a finding that Malmanger did not actually believe that violations existed at the time he made his complaints. Substantial evidence supports the ALJ’s determination that Malmanger did not reasonably believe that safety violations existed at the time he made his complaints.

Malmanger argues that the ALJ erred in not making specific credibility determinations, but he does not explain how the absence of specific credibility findings affected the outcome of the case. While it is preferable that the ALJ delineate the specific credibility determinations for each witness, an “arguable deficiency in opinion-writing technique” does not require us to set aside an administrative finding if that deficiency had no bearing on the outcome. Here, we accept the ALJ’s finding that Malmanger did not engage in protected activity because substantial evidence supports that finding.

Since Malmanger failed to prove that he engaged in protected activity, a requisite element of his case, his entire claim must fail.
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CONCLUSION

Substantial evidence in the record as a whole supports the ALJ’s finding that Malmanger did not prove by a preponderance of the evidence that he engaged in protected activity. For this reason we accept the ALJ’s recommended decision and DISMISS Malmanger’s complaint.

SO ORDERED.

WAYNE C. BEYER
Chief Administrative Appeals Judge

OLIVER M. TRANSUE
Administrative Appeals Judge